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ABOUT A UNIVERSAL THEORY OF ECONOMIC SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION

Based on critical appraising existing theory universal transformation paradigm of economic development is exposed. The author substantiates theoretical premises and methodological approach to research economic transformation as a process of system development.
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COMPETITION AND COOPERATION IN CONTEMPORARY ECONOMY

The paper considers correlation between competition and cooperation in market economy. The author criticizes corresponding attitudes on this matter and proofs that creation of network associations does not make weaker market competition in contemporary postindustrial society, but competition takes other forms which are more adequate to details division of labour. Production cooperation strengthens collaboration between market subjects, but it manifests in full in non-market sphere where State acts in order to synthesis market and social regulation.
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STRATEGIC WAY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – THE ENTERPRISE OF COLLECTIVE FORMS OF MANAGING

In article objective and subjective prerequisites of need of development of the updated strategy of economic development of Russia which is based on hi-tech development of the enterprises of collective forms of managing including national enterprises are analyzed. This strategy has to become advancing on the orientation and contain the tools and mechanisms creating the potential of technological development. National enterprises equalize all the owners a personal responsibility for result, allowing to put not equal (material and
non-material) shares of different people, fastening harmonious harmony of work for the public good with mutual responsibility through the share capital. The West European cooperative models of housekeeping allowing municipalities to be built in effectively modern market economy and to show obvious achievements in the solution of the available social and economic problems not only a separate local community, but also more considerable territorial educations are considered.
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**RUSSIAN SCIENCE: YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW**

The state of domestic science in many respects defines security of national interests from internal and external threats and significantly influences social development of the country. In this article taking into account of Strategy of scientific and technological development of the Russian Federation a number of the problems connected with ensuring functioning of the research sphere is considered. Creation of reliable barriers against the threats of domestic scientific and technological potential deformation and obstacle of the Russian economy development is offered. The thematic forecast on public and to the humanities for 2021–2040 is suggested.
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**ACTIVATION OF PARTICIPATION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS OF UZBEKISTAN IN PROJECT FINANCING**

Programs of restructuring and modernizing industrial production of the economy of the Republic of Uzbekistan require adequate methods of financing. Author sees activation of participation of commercial banks of the republic in project financing as one of the main directions of expansion of investment processes in.
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INCREASE QUALITY OF HIGHER EDUCATION: VIEWING OF STUDENTS-ECONOMISTS

The relevance of the study is due to insufficient attention to the consideration of students’ opinions on the issues of improving the quality of higher education. The main sociological results of the research are: a) revealing the students’ dissatisfaction with the quality of higher education in Russia; b) determining the connection of the main part of the students’ claims with the insufficient level of the teaching staff, in their opinion; c) the disclosure of the peculiarities of students’ perception of certain aspects of teaching, incl. personal, professional qualities of teachers; d) diagnosis of students’ “double standards” in the field of their increased demand for teachers and low self-discipline in the learning process; e) studying the attitudes of students towards individual innovations that improve their mastery of educational programs.
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